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out their racing stable at 40 or 60 dollars, £3 to £5
a horse.
On October 11, Vinci sent a note informing the
Ethiopians that Rome permitted him to leave : and the
Ethiopians announced a special train for the morrow at
eight a.m.
I visited Vinci that evening and spent till midnight with
him. He was very worked up. The little man's voice,
naturally grating, softened to a coloratura when he spoke
of Agostino—" poor Agostino, I cannot leave him behind "
—poor Agostino, busy entomologist. As he thought of
that net vagrant Vinci's eyes, naturally sparkling with
Fascist life, welled unusual water. Then he jumped up and
took me out on the veranda, to show me something, he said.
There in the moonlight young Lanzoni, his secretary,
was burning the cipher under the trees. A huge bonfire,
stoked persistently with a eucalyptus stick and fed with
benzine, blackened the steps and stank to high heaven.
Jack, the pet monkey, grunted his delight and extinguished
outlying flames with the firm pressure of his scarlet behind.
But that was not what Vinci had to show. Dramatically
he indicated a line at the top of the steps and said, " When
they come to-morrow I shall refuse to advance beyond
that. I shall tell them that they can only take me further
by force." The boy stood on the burning deck. I prom-
ised to come early in the morning and record the behaviour
of his Naughtiness the Italian plenipotentiary.
Morning at five-thirty. The Italian Legation alive and
packing. When I came in they were climbing up the
bluegums to hack down the wireless aerial : they were
burrowing in the cellar to remove essential parts of the
transmitting apparatus. Mombelli, who preferred peaceful
penetration to war, was sad and silent. Prince Ruffo spoke
joyfully of the possibilities of a return to Nizza.
The old Legation car stood at the steps ; the Minister's
favourite cheetah was lashed on to a lorry. Six Ethiopian
taxicabs, clamouring for and eventually getting twenty-five
thalers for the trip to the station, were there to carry per-
sonnel and luggage. The usual rate was five thalers return,
but it was known throughout Ethiopia that Italy overpaid*
The Minister himself, a little chubby figure in a little

